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Halting Global Toxification? – Forces which might Detoxify Global 
Product Chains 
In the suggested  paper I want to contribute to making it possible to imagine the 

reversal of two global trends. In wide circles it is un -controversial to claim that those 

trends are threatening the very fabric of life. The trends which I have in mind are the 

degradation of work and  the toxification of the biosphere. 

 

The paper builds on my contribution to a three year research project called  

INFLOW.1  

My main contribution was a research report titled  The doll, the globe and the boomerang 

- chemical hazards futures introduced by a doll travelling from China to Sweden .2 In the 

report I inter alia d iscuss a number of forces which – in the long run – might reverse 

the trends. 

 

A product chain that I use as illustration starts in the heart of the new workshop of 

the world  – the Pearl River Delta in the South Chinese province Guandong. Research 

initiated  by a group of ethnic Chinese scholars is a good starting point when 

d iscussing internal "Southern" forces for reversal.3 One important conclusion of their 

work is that "despite formidable institutional odds, Chinese workers do resist ... the 

commodification of labor power".4  

 

Important "Northern" support for "internal Southern forces", such as the Chinese 

forces hinted  to above, will be needed. I call some of the non -governmental forces 

"Castellian" with reference to Manuel Castells' d iscussion of the multi-pronged 

movement that has started  to act on global warming.5 INGOs, Unions and  

progressive academics are among those forces.6 

 

"Gramscian forces" will also be essential in sp ite of the weakening of state regulatory 

power which are crucial when interpreting our times.  

Technological and  entrepreneurial forces as well as such forces as demand shapers in 

the North will of course also be important for a possible reversal.7 

 

                                                 
1 The research project INFLOW has i.a. stud ied  the flow of chemical risk information in global 

product chains. 

2 Forthcoming at Gävle University Press. 

3 Internal "Southern" forces here refers to forces in "the Global South". 

4 Hsing and  Lee (ed 's) (2009) Reclaiming Chinese Society – the new social activism. Page 42.  

5 Castells (2007) Communication Power ... Pp  238-266. 

6 INGOs = International Non-Governmental Organisations. 
7 Se my The noble art of demand shaping - how the tenacity of sustainable innovation can be explained by it 

being radical in a new sense (2003). 
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The paper(s) which I have in mind are suggested  for both stream 2 and  stream 3. The 

research that I have already done is situated  in the intersection of those two ILPC 

streams.  

 

Labour in the Global South, Detoxification of global Product Chains, Demand 

Shaping for Sustainability 


